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Abstract:  
Let         be a simple graph. A dominating set   of   is a secure dominating set if for each       

there exists          such that             is a dominating set. Let    be the wheel and let         

denote the family of all secure dominating sets of    with cardinality  . In this paper, we obtain all the secure 

dominating sets of wheels by recursive method. 
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I. Introduction 
 By a graph        , we mean a finite, undirected graph with neither loops nor multiple edges. The 

order     and the size     of   are denoted by   and   respectively. For graph theoretic terminology we refer 

to Chartrand and Lesniak [2]. For any vertex    , the open neighborhood of   is the set              
   and the closed neighborhood of   is the set              . For a set    , the open neighborhood of   

is                and the closed neighborhood of   is            . A set     is a dominating set of 

 , if       , or equivalently, every vertex in     is adjacent to at least one vertex in  . A dominating set   

of   is a secure dominating set if for each       there exists          such that             is a 

dominating set. In this case we say that   is  - defended by   or   -defends  . The secure domination number 

 
 
    is the minimum cardinality of a secure dominating set. The concept secure dominating set is introduced 

by Cockayne et al [3]. A simple path is a path in which all its internal vertices have degree two, and the end 

vertices have degree one and is denoted by   . A cycle can be defined as a closed path, and is denoted by   . A 

graph   is complete if every pair of distinct vertices of   are adjacent in  . A complete graph on   vertices is 

denoted by   . For    , the wheel    is defined to be the graph        . 

 

Definition 1.1 [4] 

Let   be a dominating set of  . Let                                 . For      , let 

                        . 
 

Theorem 1.2 [4] 

A secure dominating set   is minimal if and only if for each     with         , there exists   
    such that for each              , one of the following holds:  

1. There exists      such that              and         . 

2.            and             . 

 

Example 

The graph    
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        is a secure dominating set. For,              ;            . The sets      ,      ,       are also 

dominating sets. 

 In the next section, we construct the families of the secure domination sets of the wheels by recursive 
method. 

As usual we use    for the largest integer less than or equal to   and     for the smallest integer greater 

than or equal to  . Also, we denote the set           by    , throughout this paper. 

 

II. Secure Dominating Sets of Wheels 

Let          be the family of secure dominating sets of    with cardinality  . We need the following 
lemmas to prove our main results in this section. 

Lemma 2.1[4] 

 Let    be the wheel with   vertices. Then  
 
      

 

 
  for    . 

Lemma 2.2 

Let    be the wheel with   vertices and          be the family of secure dominating sets with 

cardinality  . Then            if and only if  
 

 
     . Also            if and only if    

 

 
  or   

 . 

Proof 

By the definition of secure domination number, there is at least one secure dominating set in          

when           
 

 
 . Since all the super set of a secure dominating set is again a secure dominating set. 

Therefore            if   
 

 
     .  

Suppose    
 

 
 . Then by the definition of  

 
    , there is no secure dominating sets in         . 

Therefore           , if    
 

 
 . Clearly            if    . 

Lemma 2.3 

If a graph   contains a wheel of order     , then every secure dominating set of   must contain at 

least   vertices of the wheel. 

Lemma 2.4 

If               , then        
 
      . 

Proof 

If               , then at least one vertex labeled     or     or     or     or     is 

in   as an end vertex. If       , then          (say) securely dominate   . Thus            . If  

     , then          (say) securely dominate   . Thus            . If       , then       

   (say) securely dominate   . Thus            . If       , then          (say) securely dominate 

2 

1 

3 

4 

5 
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  . Thus                                  . If       , then          (say) securely dominate   . Thus 

           . In all the cases,       securely dominate   . Hence         
 
      , if   

            . 

Lemma 2.5 

If                 and there exists       such that        
 
      , then               . 

Proof 

Suppose that               . Since               ,   contains at least one vertex labeled     

    or     or     or     or     as an end vertex. If       and        
 
       for some         

     , then               , a contradiction. If       and        
 
       for some      , 

then               , a contradiction. If       and        
 
       for some      , then                      

              , a contradiction. If       and        
 
       for some      , then                      

              , a contradiction. If      , but in this case        
 
       for any      , a 

contradiction. Therefore               . 

Lemma 2.6 

i) If                            , then               . 

ii) If                and                , then               . 

iii) If                                         , then           . 

Proof 

i) Since               , by Lemma 2.2,         or      
   

 
 . 

     

         (1) 

 Since               , by Lemma 2.2,         or      
   

 
  

  
   

 
  

      
   

 
      (2) 

From (1) and (2), we have      
   

 
  or        . By Lemma 2.2,               . 

ii) Suppose               , by Lemma 2.2, we have         or      
   

 
 . 

If            , then        . Therefore              , a contradiction. 

If      
   

 
   

   

 
 , then      

   

 
 . Therefore              , a contradiction. 

Thus               . 

iii) Suppose that           . Let           . Then by Lemma 2.4,        
 
           

for some           , a contradiction. Therefore           . 

Lemma 2.7 

If           , then 

i)                             and                if and only if      and 

    for every    ; 

ii)                             and                if and only if    ; 

iii)               ,                and                if and only if        

and    
    

 
  for some    ; 

iv)               ,                and                if and only if      ; 

v)               ,                and                if and only if  
   

 
    

     . 

Proof 

i)     Since                            , by Lemma 2.2,         or     

 
   

 
 . If        , then    . By Lemma 2.2,           , a contradiction. Therefore  

   
   

 
 . 

    
   

 
       (3) 

Since           , by Lemma 2.2,  
 

 
       

 

 
   (4) 
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From (3) and (4), we have      and     for some    . 

    Suppose      and     for some    . 

Now  
 
        

   

 
  

                              
    

 
  

                                
 

 
  

                                
 

 
  

     

By Lemma 2.2,               . 

Similarly, we can prove               . 

Now  
 
        

   

 
  

                              
    

 
  

                                   
                                   
                                 

By Lemma 2.2,               . 

ii)     Since                            , by Lemma 2.2,      
   

 
  or     

   . 

If      
   

 
  

  
   

 
  

      
   

 
  

By Lemma 2.2,               , a contradiction.So              .                   

(5) 

Since               , by Lemma 2.2,  
   

 
             .                                  

(6) 

From (5) and (6), we have          which implies    . 

    Suppose    . 

Then            . Therefore        . By Lemma 2.2,              . 

Similarly, we can prove               . 

Since        , by Lemma 2.2,               . 

iii)     Since               , by Lemma 2.2,  
   

 
      or        . 

If         

     

         

By Lemma 2.2,               , a contradiction. 

So      
   

 
  

    
   

 
        (7) 

Since               , by Lemma 2.2,  
   

 
         . 

  
   

 
     (8) 

From (7) and (8), we have        and       for some    . 

    Suppose        and       for some    . 

Now  
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By Lemma 2.2,               . 

Now  
 
        

   

 
  

                              
      

 
  

                                 
                               

                                 

By Lemma 2.2,               . 

Similarly, we can prove               . 

iv)     Since               , by Lemma 2.2,  
   

 
      or        .  

If      
   

 
 . 

  
   

 
  

 By Lemma 2.2,               , a contradiction. 

So              . Therefore           . Suppose    . 

Since               , by Lemma 2.2,         which implies      , a 

contradiction. Hence      . 

v)     Suppose      . By Lemma 2.2,               ,                and 

               . 

     Since               ,                and               , by Lemma 

2.2,  
   

 
         ,  

   

 
          and  

   

 
         . 

Therefore  
   

 
          which implies  

   

 
         . 

    Suppose  
   

 
         . 

Now  
   

 
       

   

 
      

                                                 

Also                  . 

Thus  
 
              . By Lemma 2.2,               . 

Similarly, we can prove                and               . 

Theorem 2.8 

For every     and    
 

 
  

i) If                             and               , then 

        
   

 

 
 
 

 
 

                                                                                               

                                                                                                                         

                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                           

 

                 

ii) If                             and               , then               

iii) If               ,                and               , then  

              

                                                                                                
                                                                  
                                                        

                                                

                                          

     

                   

                                                                                       
                                                      

                                                 

                                           

                                          

    

  (    ,  1)}. 
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iv) If               ,                and               , then  

                        . 

v) If               ,                and               , then  

             

 
 
 

 
 

                                                                        

                                                                 

                                                        

                                                

                                          

    

                   

 

 
 
 

 
 

                                          

                                                         

                                                 

                                                

                                          

    

                     

                                               

                                             

                                             

                                              

    

                
 

 

III. Conclusion 

This paper discusses and analyses the secure dominating sets of wheels. Using recursive method, we constructed 

the secure dominating sets of wheels. 
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